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This exhibition explores the localized consequences of the royal inspection, or ​visita 
general​, administered by José de Gálvez in New Spain from 1765-1771. In an empire 
as vast and diverse as Spain’s, ​visitas​ were valuable tools. On the one hand, they 
helped reinforce the authority of the king through detailed investigations of community 
life. At the same time, they demonstrated the king’s vested interest in local justice and 
the common good. The procedure that the Inspector, or ​Visitador,​ followed was lengthy 
and complex. During his tenure, he investigated the functioning of political, economic, 
social, and even ecclesiastical institutions. Upon the completion of the ​visita​, it was the 
responsibility of Gálvez to turn his notes, correspondence, and recommendations into a 
comprehensible summary ​report​ for the king. This exhibition provides an introduction to 
that process through an analysis of more than 30 documents from the ​Genaro Garcia 
Collection​.  
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Between 1765 and 1771, New Spain--roughly equivalent to modern-day 
Mexico--experienced a major administrative overhaul. The name for this procedure was 
a ​visita general​, or general inspection. The monarch had ordered the ​visita​, but the real 
project leader was ​José de Gálvez, the ​Visitador​, or inspector. He had been carefully 
selected by the king for this task. Although he supplied Gálvez with instructions, the 
monarch remained at his court in Madrid.  
 
For seven years, Gálvez would act as the royal representative in New Spain, 
investigating local conditions and introducing changes. At every step, he left behind 
documents that recorded his thoughts and suggestions. Towards the end of his ​visita​, 
he created and asked other officials to create reports and summaries that he could 
submit to the monarch upon his return to Spain. ​The political, economic, social, and 
religious transformation of New Spain during this period became a model that other 
parts of the empire followed. ​Bureaucracy on the Ground in Colonial Mexico 
explores those sources and retraces the steps of the ​Visitador​.  
 
 
Interactive timeline​ of Gálvez’s ​visita​, 1765-1771. 
 
The documents that appear in this exhibition come from the extensive Genaro García 
Manuscript Collection. Its contents provide a range of perspectives on the history of 
Mexico, from the sixteenth through the twentieth centuries. Transcriptions from these 










Gálvez​‘s ​visita​ ultimately increased productivity and helped to tighten royal control in the 
region. The monarch was so pleased with this result that he promoted the former 
visitador​ and allowed him to supervise subsequent ​visitas​, aiming to replicate the New 
Spain model throughout the empire.  
 
These years of change became known as the Bourbon Reform period,​ named for the 
French lineage of the monarchs in power in Spain at that time. ​Gálvez​‘s ​visita​, and his 
later contributions as imperial​ visita​ supervisor, made him a key player. His suggestions 
for administrative redesign did help increase the productivity of the American colonies 
for the Crown. However, they also intensified social and political tensions between the 
Spanish ruling class and American-born colonists. Such conflicts continued festering for 
decades, playing a significant role in the independence movements of the 







The ​Visita​ Begins 
After the monarch named him ​Visitador​ in 1765, ​Gálvez​ set off on the long journey from 
Spain to Mexico. Upon arrival, he had many tasks that pulled him in multiple directions. 
To help the ​Visitador ​fulfill all of these responsibilities, the monarch had supplied G​á​lvez 
with a small team of scribes, accountants, and assistants. Together, they tackled a 
variety of issues, from major institutional reform to localized rule changes. 
 
Neither ​Gálvez​ nor any of his assistants prioritized map-making during the ​visita​. However, other 
cartographers and illustrators did document the city during this historical period. This map of the city of 
Veracruz from 1821 comes from the Genaro Garcia: Imprints and Images Collection. It is available here: 
https://collections.lib.utexas.edu/catalog/utblac:5d8b24f1-1df6-4101-8197-ff7ca4934e93 
 
For example, on February 11, 1767, the ​Visitador ​published a lengthy book of 
regulations specifically catered to the city of Veracruz. This document was 
comprehensive. It addressed taxes, shipping procedures, and notarial practices in a 
high level of detail. The image featured below comes from the end of the rulebook, 





A later section of ​Gálvez​’s rulebook for the city of Veracruz assigned an annual salary of 1000 pesos to 
the governor and 500 pesos to the assessor. See Document G206-32. 
 
As a major port city, Veracruz was a crucial concern for the Spanish Crown. ​Gálvez had 
the​ responsibility of ensuring that commerce and shipping functioned efficiently in order 
to secure profitability. However, the ​Visitador​ understood that for a city’s industries to 
run properly, the rest of the government needed to be in top shape, too. Supervising 
salary assignments was one aspect of that plan. To fulfill their duties of securing order, 




Gálvez​ sometimes utilized 
the printing press to 
facilitate distribution of 
orders to local 
governments. This image 
provides one example of 
a printed order about the 
limosna,​ or alms 




By the end of the 
year, ​Gálvez ​was 
working on another 
issue: church taxes. 
The monarch had a 
responsibility to 
ensure that churches 
were converting local 
people and 
maintaining Catholic 
values. As the king’s 
representative in New 
Spain, ​Gálvez​ took 
on that duty.  
 
An important part of 
this larger mission 
was monitoring the 
churches’ alms collection. On December 8, he signed an order about the exact amounts 












Industry Inspection and Redesign 
Over the next few years, ​Gálvez​ continued his comprehensive inspection by 
implementing new rules for industry. Since the Spaniards’ arrival to the Americas in the 
early-sixteenth century, the region had provided many sources of income for the 
Spanish Crown. For example, coastal locations brought in salt, which supported local 
communities. Every sale operated under a royal tax, which helped bring in revenue for 
the monarchy. ​Gálvez​ also set up several monopolies that would operate under direct 
royal supervision. One such industry was the production of playing cards.  
 
In rule number 5, 
Gálvez​ described how 
the salt from the Maria 
Islands should be 






















In May of 1768, the ​Visitador​ issued a series of rules for salt production in the following 
cities: ​Zapotillo, Sentipac, and “other areas in the department of San Blas.”​ In the 
featured section of the new regulations, ​Gálvez​ provided specific notes for the salt 
coming from the Maria Islands. It would sell for a higher price than salt from other 


















As 1770 came to a close, the ​Visitador​ returned to the issue of church administration. 
This time, he wrote a mandate on the process for sales by members of the church. He 
provided a detailed procedure, including the creation of formal records with testimonies 















Also in December 1770, Gálvez worked with local accountants and industry members to 
analyze the production of playing cards over the last five years. A key figure in these 
calculations was Juan Jose de Echeveste, who held a supervisory position in the 
industry. They made this comparative table on costs and profits of production. 
Organized by year, it records amounts of each kind of card produced. Towards the end 
of the document, the authors note that the total profit sent to the monarchy back in 
Spain was 189,450 pesos. 
 












Lines of Communication  
With every reform he introduced, ​Gálvez​ faced a significant obstacle: the limits of 
colonial communication methods. All at once, he was acting on instructions from the 
monarch, replying with his own suggestions, sending inquiries to community officials, 
and working with the local authority figures to implement changes. Each 
correspondence required weeks, if not months, of waiting, as the letters traversed 
oceans, mountains, and deserts. In order for the ​Visitador​’s reforms to take effect, he 
had to work in conjunction with the local bureaucracies. They would need full 
instructions, as well as the opportunity to submit questions or complaints.  
Discussions about the silver and mercury industries in the early 1770s illustrate the 
complexities of communication during this period. On August 31, the Viceroy sent a 
letter to the king about the production levels of each substance from January through 
August of 1770. The monarch finally received it in January of 1771. In response, he 
ordered the authorities in New Spain to send him a report of the production profits. 
 
A fragment of Document G206-9, with the margin ‘Testimonio de Real Orden,’ noted that the king 
received a letter from New Spain--dated August 31, 1770-- about mercury and silver production. After a 




The monarch’s response took six months to arrive back to New Spain. In the section 
featured below, the Viceroy noted a date of receipt of June 21, 1771. In a few days, on 
June 25th, he ordered his assistants to pass it onto the Tribunal de Cuentas, or the 




A later section of Document G206-9 states that the monarch’s letter arrived to Mexico City in June of 
1771. 
 
The ​Tribunal de Cuentas ​was located in the same city as the Viceroy (Mexico City), so 
the document arrived there the following day, the 26th. On that day, its ministers noted 
that they would comply with the request to create a financial report. 
 
Later still in Document G206-9, there is a note that The​ Tribunal de Cuentas​ received the copy of the 








The ​Tribunal​ ministers finished their report by September 3rd. Antonio del Campo Marin 
and Juan Ordoñez de Seixas, the two main accountants, signed the document. All of 
these correspondence records would have been useful resources for ​Gálvez​, as he 
worked to increase efficiency of mining and other industries of New Spain. Both the time 
required for cross-Atlantic communication and the number of people involved in these 
conversations complicated his task. However, it made the cooperation between him and 
local government agencies essential. 
 
Towards the end of Document G206-9, the accountants of the Royal Treasury of New Spain (Campo and 








Inter-Agency Cooperation in Industry 
Inspections 
 
Throughout 1771, ​Gálvez​ worked with many local officials to produce financial reports 
for their respective industries. Before he could make suggestions about how to improve 
productivity, the ​Visitador ​needed a clear picture of current conditions. He relied on 
members of community and government workers to provide him with that information. 
Sometimes these reports took the form of written descriptions. However, oftentimes, 
Gálvez​ and the colonial officials of New Spain utilized a different presentation style: the 
table.  
 
Utilizing tables helped include a large amount of information--costs, profits, and 
changes in production levels over time--in one, easy-to-read document. ​Gálvez​ was 
occasionally involved directly in the process of creating the tables. However, because 
he had so many industries to inspect, ​Gálvez​ frequently requested that local managers 
prepare and send him this data for him to review. 
 
On July 31, 1771, the ​Visitador​ made one such request to the Treasury Department. 
Gálvez​ sent the order to head accountant Santiago Abad, along with “the accountants 
of his choosing.” The letter was brief. They had to create an accurate table that 
contained the amounts of production and expenditures for the royal treasury in New 




Order from ​Gálvez​ to the Treasury Department of New Spain requesting financial information from ​July 







Members of the ​Visitador​’s staff often assisted in the preparation of these informative 
documents as well. Also in July of 1771, ​Gálvez​’s personal accountant Francisco Xavier 
de Corres created the table featured here. This section is an illustration of  income 
(Productos) versus expenditure (Gastos). It compares the amounts for three periods: 
1755-1760, 1760-1766, and 1766-1771. The author demarcated each period by naming 
it after the Viceroy who ruled New Spain at that time: Agustín de Ahumada y Villalón, 
the Marquess of Amarillas, for the first; Joaquín de Montserrat, the Marquess of 







Section of Document G206-8, which provides details on the economic income of various periods. 
 
G​á​lvez also worked with the mining industry to procure a similar report about mercury 
production. This table helped identify changes over time in the output of the mines. It 
tracked production levels between 1765 and 1770. The amount of mercury processed 






Document G206-13 provided mercury production information over the years from 1765 through ​1770. 
 
Still in the same year (1771), the ​Visitador​ acquired a table for tobacco production 
levels. In this document, the goal was to understand the variance between 
tobacco-growing zones. It demonstrated, for example, that the city of Puebla and its 




The comparative table of tobacco production from Document G-206-4​. 
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Calculating Costs and Profits across the Board 
 
All of this economic information served the fundamental purpose of the ​visita​. The 
reason that the monarch had sent ​Gálvez​ to New Spain was to increase the Crown’s 
understanding of political and economic functioning throughout modern-day Mexico. In 
order to make new rules that would improve their productivity, the Crown--via its 
representative, the ​Visitador​-- needed to accumulate data. These tables helped ​Gálvez 
to first become familiar with local conditions, and then to issue reforms to increase 
efficiency. 
 
Since the start of the ​visita​, the key to fostering those goals of productivity and efficiency 
had been ​Gálvez​’s wide-spanning efforts. He not only looked into the major industries of 
precious metal mining or treasury management, but he also investigated local 
governance and many of the other smaller elements of colonial political and economic 
rule.  
 
For example, within the span of a year, ​Gálvez​ carried out inspections of both ​pulque 
production and gold and silver mining. ​Pulque​ was an alcoholic drink native to New 
Spain. It was popular, and a mainstay of local economies. However, in the hierarchy of 
concerns for the Crown, it did not approach the level of concern that the monarchs held 
for precious metals. Nevertheless, the ​Visitador ​treated both industries with precision, 

















Section of Document G206-23, dated November 23, 1770. Here, G​á​lvez described the Treasury 




This image is a section of the table produced for the ​Visitador ​by the Treasury Department about gold and 






Gálvez​ also worked with local officials to create a table on the gunpowder industry. As 
the image below illustrates, these documents prioritized royal profits. Here, towards the 
bottom of the table, the author designated a row for the amount of profit produced “for 


















The ​correo​, or mail system, was another area that ​Gálvez​ looked into. Sending letters 
and packages incurred costs, and the Crown would have been interested in those 
expenses. However, royal authorities also had a vested interest in understanding the 
value of the mailed items themselves. This partial image of Document G206-6 provided 
a breakdown of the economics of the mailing industry. Once again, the author noted 





Document G206-6, dated December 17, 1771. 
 
 
As ​Gálvez​ finished up his ​visita​, he continued collecting and creating more documents 
similar to the ones featured above. He had been in contact with the king during his 
seven years as ​Visitador​, although the distance made communications slow and 
irregular. However, the monarch expected ​Gálvez​ to end his term by compiling all of the 
useful information he had learned about New Spain into a summary report. The ​visita 
officially ended​ ​in 1771, and the former​ Visitador​ returned to Spain soon after. With all 
of the documents he had acquired over his time in office, he finished his summary 
report and submitted it to the royal court.  
 
His experience in New Spain had given him a highly valuable perspective into the inner 
workings of colonial rule. The monarch promoted ​Gálvez​ to the position of Secretary of 
State for the Indies (the Americas). It was one of the top-ranking posts in the royal 
advisory circle. In that capacity, he was able to apply what he learned in New Spain in 







Taken together, this selection of documents from the Genaro Garcia Collection provides 
a unique insight into the day-today processes upon which colonial rule relied. In one 
sense, the ​visita​ led by ​Gálvez​ had comprised many small actions. However, the end 
result-- the reformed, more efficiently running New Spain--was worth more than the sum 
of its parts. ​Gálvez​’s decisions on the ground in New Spain between 1765 and 1771 
had a direct impact on the next two decades. From the time his ​visita​ ended until his 
death in 1787, he worked with the king to bring similar changes to other Spanish 
territories. Every time he issued a new mandate about local governance or 
commissioned a table about the yearly profits from an industry, he was paving the way 
for imperial change.  
 
These sources--key for understanding the inspection process-- are rich with information 
about bureaucratic functions, financial exchanges, and professional relationships. They 
illuminate both local histories and imperial phenomena. As a result, they are valuable 
resources for future research into the political, economic, and institutional history of the 
Spanish Empire.  
 
 
The inspection brought​ ​Gálvez to many parts of modern-day Mexico. The above image identifies all the 
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